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muspilli rising

part i

ATHLON flashed a grin at Athena before tucking into a steep dive. Harmony sent a burst of

energy through his thrusters, and Athlon shot through the metal hull of the Dominator-class

ship like a needle through cloth, sending hunks of debris and a trail of black smoke pouring

from the wound. He reappeared a moment later from the bottom of the vessel as its nose tipped

forward, and he watched the damaged ship began to lose altitude. A moment later, escape pods

ejected from the rear of the ship, tumbling slowly through the clouds towards the planet below.

It had been a century since the fall of Zeus and the election of Olympus’ first queen. Athlon and

Athena had been traveling the galaxy ever since, fighting against anything that threatened

peace. They had saved dozens of governments from diplomatic disaster, fought scores of pirates

and mercenaries, and became friends with everyone from emperors to orphans.

Athlon was happier than he had ever been. Everyday held a new adventure, and he had fallen

deeply in love with Athena. He showed her the wonders of the galaxy, and together they

discovered new places of unparalleled beauty. Olympus was flourishing, and the members of its

former empire had come through the transition stronger than ever. It was a good time to be

alive in the Dopinephrine Galaxy.

Harmony contacted the planet below, and informed them that the slaver ship had been

disabled. The local Indigo Priest monastery would dispatch a task force to arrest the gangsters

when their escape pods landed, making the galaxy a little bit safer. Athlon and Athena kissed

before turning away from the planet to find their next adventure.

-



HIGH above Olympus, forgotten and abandoned, the severed arm of Agamemnon drifted in

space, slowly orbiting the planet below. Its few remaining circuit boards begged for electricity to

continue its only objective: to hunt down and kill Athlon and Athena, who had torn the arm from

its owner’s shoulder over a century earlier.

A distant, quiet rumble vibrated through the bass matter contained in the damaged weapon,

shifting the arm’s trajectory around Olympus. A few sparks flew out of the arm’s wrist as the

rumble grew, turning quickly into a shockwave that passed Olympus with no visible effect

before forcefully knocking the arm further away from the planet.

The arm was lurching through space as the bass matter inside began to boil. As the arm’s orbit

degraded, it picked up momentum, slingshotting around Olympus for one last loop before

speeding away from the planet like metal towards a magnet.

On the other side of the galaxy, the ancient planet RAKON shuddered. A gaping crack

dominated nearly a third of the dark planet, exposing it's gurgling interior. The planet’s core was

made of liquid bass matter, and intricate rock formations covered the land, made of hardened

bass matter from the common flares erupting from the canyon.

In the city of Inoa, high on Rakon’s tallest mountain, The Eldest had gathered for a new

initiation. For millions of years, they had managed to overcome the constant berate of mindless

hatred that emanated from the largest supply of bass matter in existence. Starting when a child

is born, The Eldest use their incredible mental discipline to keep the new life on the path of

innocence. Without intense training, the infant’s mind succumbs to evil within hours of birth. If

left vulnerable, the constant noise of the planet will drive the child insane, creating a new slave

to the bass matter’s unnatural will.

Inoa’s location on the mountain offered it the best protection from the bass matter. Raised in the

shadow of the relentless dark power of Rakon, Inoa produced the deadliest warriors in the

galaxy. Built into the caves of the mountain, huge academies had been founded to house and

nourish all children born in the city. There they are trained to wield bass matter as a weapon,

resisting its mindless call to servitude. The Warriors of Inoa learn to understand bass matter and

its ability to control, using their understanding to find and exploit the weaknesses of their

enemies.



When a warrior reached adulthood, he left Inoa to protect the mountain from the vile creatures

who climbed out of the dark city on the opposite side of the planet. The nameless city was

perched on the edge of the crack, bathing in Rakon’s evil impressions. The city was full of the

planet’s slaves; twisted creatures known as the Jötunn. They existed to worship the vile,

bubbling pit, their will tied to the desires of the dark life churning below. The ruler of the city

was a Jötunn conquerer named Rexx, a being who was connected to the presence seething in

the center of Rakon. He alone understood the true nature of the massive creature who slept

inside the planet; Rexx knew that one day the unstoppable being would return to claim his

place as the destroyer of all life.

Rexx had gained extra abilities through the experiments of the fallen High King Zeus, who had

visited Rakon millions of years previously. Zeus had used Rexx as a test subject to perfect the

bass matter weapons that were eventually built into Agamemnon, eventually unlocking new

abilities in Rexx that had allowed him to contact his lord. After years of meditation, aided by the

dark energy found in bass matter, the being had revealed his title to Rexx; the name echoed in

Rexx’s mind from the depths: Ragnarök.

Rexx ruled his city with an iron fist, pushing its residents to become the violent beings that

threatened Inoa, constantly praying to Ragnarök as the forgotten destroyer slumbered. Rexx

worked for the day when Ragnarök would awake, and unleash the Jötunn on the galaxy.

ATHLON and Athena were laying side by side on an asteroid beneath the millennial eclipse of

Baldr, the largest star in the Dopinephrine Galaxy. It was an awe-inspiring sight, and the two

champions were transfixed in silence at its wonder. After a few moments, Athena put her head

on Athlon’s chest, and told him she loved him. She was filled with joy, just laying with him,

watching the rare event from the best seat in the galaxy.

Harmony’s voice broke the silence. She had received a priority message from Mary, Queen of

Olympus. Athlon kissed Athena on the head and asked Harmony to patch the message through

to his visual input array.



Mary said that strange readings coming from an unknown object had been discovered above

Olympus, and asked if the two androids could make the trip home to investigate. Athlon was

surprised to find that the request annoyed him; he had always loved helping Olympus, even if it

was just a boring investigation. He shook the feeling off and stood up, taking a long final look at

the eclipse before taking Athena’s hand and leaving the asteroid.

They sang to one another as they flew, flying in spirals around each other as they sped towards

Olympus. Athena laughed at the exhilarating game, filled with joy by her life with Athlon. The

memories of her former life as Poetry were vague, but she remembered feeling this type of

happiness before, during her pilgrimage to the Dopinephrine nebula cluster with Rhythm

millions of years previously. Athena looked at Athlon, and knew she was with her soul mate.

As Olympus grew before them, Athlon began scanning the entire sector. Absolutely nothing of

interest appeared on his sensors, and he sighed as he redirected his scan at the planet itself; the

population appeared to be in good health.

Alarms started blaring in Athlon’s head. He turned towards Olympus’s Eastern continent and

focused his sight on the coastal region triggering the alert. From orbit, he watched as four

Indigo Priests backed against the outer wall of their monastery. Before them stood a crowd of

black-clad individuals, moving slowly towards the priests while brandishing rifles. Athlon

engaged his thrusters and zoomed towards the continent with Athena close behind.

Harmony was contacting every monastery in the region, urging them to send reinforcements.

Athlon knew they wouldn’t make it in time. His vision was locked on the crowd, and they were

moving with the fervor of a mob towards the peacekeepers.

Athlon screamed as he swooped down towards the monastery, making the crowd turn upwards

to find the source of the call. The Android nearly hit the ground before pulling up, lifting one

figure as he flew straight through the center of the crowd. Athena landed a moment later,

standing up directly in front of the priests. For a moment, the crowd stared at her, unsure of

what would happen next. Then, with a collective cry, they charged.

The Indigo Priests moved into formation around Athena, their staffs at the ready, but before the

attackers moved into range of the Indigo weapons, they raised their rifles to their shoulders and



opened fire. Athena was a blur as she moved back and forth in front of the priests, the attacker’s

bullets ricocheting off her metallic exterior. Athlon joined her a moment later, helping her cover

the vulnerable priests with his own body.

Silence fell as the mob exhausted their ammunition. No longer threatened by weapon fire, the

Indigo Warriors engaged the crowd, spinning their staffs with expert skill. Athena rushed to

collect the empty rifles while Athlon struck enemy after enemy, his elbows and knees

incapacitating scores of enemies. It was only a few moments before the menacing crowd laid in

a heap before the priests and their android allies.

A distant cheer echoed across the cliffs, and Athlon saw a group of citizens standing on a nearby

bluff, whistling and clapping at the victory. The hum of a transport ship could be heard, and

Athena waved at the Indigo reinforcements arriving from the South. Athlon nodded at the four

priests standing behind him, and then rose into the air slowly, his arms wide. The cheer of the

crowd grew louder and Athlon grinned, flying in a wide loop. He leapt off the nearest cliff,

disappearing for a moment before reappearing behind his cheering fans, grinning at the

whoops coming from the thrilled bystanders.

Athena furrowed her brow as she watched. Athlon was showing off, twisting and diving in an

aerial show that had the crowd jumping up and down. He started to sing, his Ares Clef

components broadcasting songs of glory and victory that bordered on bragging. Athena saw

little to celebrate beyond the ensured safety of the priests. Athlon was whipping the group into

a frenzy over a short fistfight.

Harmony was equally confused. She was checking Athlon’s primary cognition system for faults

from her seat centered in his chest, searching for anything to explain his uncharacteristic

behavior. She found that Athlon’s aggression levels were elevated, but there were no clues as to

why.

Before she could dig any deeper, Athlon dove into a tight ring, dangerously close to the crowd,

slapping outstretched hands as he circled the excited spectators. Harmony’s headset beeped as

Athena contacted her, asking what the hell Athlon was doing. Harmony began to reply before a

second transmission beeped in her ear. She switched channels to hear Mary thanking them for

their support during the strange attack, and asked if they would proceed directly to the palace.



Harmony assured her they would be on their way momentarily, then broke into Athlon’s ear,

telling him it was time to leave.

ENISON floated in his meditation chamber, deep in the Academy of Philosophy. While he was

still centuries away from being considered to become a member of The Eldest, he was one of the

most powerful and disciplined warriors to ever teach in the academies of Inoa. His mind was a

rich pool of knowledge and logic, strengthened by his daily meditations.

The great teacher was troubled. He had been focusing his abilities on the black pit’s endless call,

searching for understanding. The warriors on the front lines had been reporting increased

aggression in the black conquerors they were tasked with fighting. Enison could feel Rakon

shifting, as if the balance of the eternal conflict was changing.

Enison’s thoughts were interrupted by a crash that made the ground shudder. His eyes opened,

and in a flash, he was out of the meditation chamber and talking into a communicator. Warriors

screamed in his ear, describing a meteorite that had fallen from the sky, striking the ground

near the dark city.

Power surged through Rexx, and pain seized his brain. He ran to the smoldering site of the

meteor’s impact, deep inside a fresh crater. There, slowly sinking into the ground was what

appeared to be an arm. Rexx could feel the bass matter inside it, twitching at its proximity to

home.

Deep in Rexx’s thoughts, distant laughter echoed. The sleeping Ragnarök was waking up.

ATHLON and Athena landed on the palace balcony, which was completely abandoned. They

rushed inside, sprinting for the royal situation room. Mary greeted them with a nod, and started

in on explaining what was happening.



Holo-images of the Thracian Emperor and the Wulthaire Prime Minister looked on as Mary

spoke. Across the former empire, mysterious groups of terrorists had launched attacks on local

Indigo monasteries. There had been no warning, no demands, and no order. The black-clad

terrorists had simply rushed into action with no discernible plan. And it had all begun just after

Olympus had picked up the strange object speeding away for distant stars.

Athlon shrugged. He asked Mary where the biggest threat was, declaring that he and Athena

would deal with the terrorists alone. Mary blinked at him before shaking her head. She was

waiting to hear from Malachi, who was on an archaeological dig on a small planet near the edge

on known space. So far Olympus had been unable to reach him.

Athlon sighed. He slumped into a chair at the end of the conference table opposite Mary, and

reclined with his hands behind his head. Athena shot him a look before taking a seat next to

him. Mary forced a tight-lipped smile before turning to the prime minister of Wulthaire. She

promised that a warship was speeding towards the planet to offer support, and the prime

minister signed off, his holo-image flickering as its photons dispersed.

The Emperor of Thrace spun around as a crash echoed behind him. The captain of his imperial

guard entered the transmitted image with blood pouring from a wound on his forehead. Before

he could speak, Athlon and Athena disappeared out the door, moving at top speed for the

nearby planet.

ENISON stood on a cliff as a huge bird swooped towards him. As it passed the cliff, the Warrior

leapt onto its back and gripped the reigns hanging from its neck. With a whistle, the battlehawk

raced away from Inoa, carrying its master towards the growing battlefield outside the distant

dark city.

From the sky, Enison watched dozens of his former students fall before the sudden Jötunn

advance. The ground continued to tremble, and an eruption of bass matter exploded into the

sky near the horizon. Enison called orders into his communicator, advising his warriors as he

viewed the carnage from above.



All of a sudden, the earthquakes subsided, and an eerie quiet fell across the battlefield. The

Jötunn stopped attacking and turned to face the dark city, perched against the enormous crack

revealing Rakon’s interior. A series of explosions sent geysers of molten bass matter into the sky,

and Enison’s battlehawk cried out as it dodged the deadly blasts.

Laughter rolled across the war-torn ground, piercing Enison with fear. He tried to contact The

Eldest, desperate to warn them that the worst case scenario was in full swing. Static was the only

reply.

The ground below Enison began to move. He had to look twice to believe his eyes; rock and dirt

moved like the surface of a stormy sea, throwing Inoa Warriors and Jötunn alike flying into the

air. Enison screamed at his forces to retreat, and pulled hard on his battlehawk’s reigns,

desperate to gain altitude.

With a sound that split his ears, the ground lurched one last time and then collapsed inward,

enormous chunks of pulverized earth crumbling as they were pulled underground. The sudden

pressure vacuum tugged at the battlehawk, and Enison nearly cried out as the open wound

below rushed up to meet him. He considered leaping from his mount, but could find nothing

but red hot bass matter to land in.

A massive face rose slowly from the ground. Enison guessed that its snout alone was nearly half

as tall as Inoa’s mountain. Two arms appeared, and the enormous creature pressed its palms

into the crumbling ground on either side of the gaping hole, heaving itself out of the massive

pit. Enison looked the creature in the eye, seeing absolute evil reflected there. Bass matter

seemed to churn in its pupil, and a toothy grin split the face as more laughter charged the air

with electricity.

Enison had barely cleared the huge head when another thrust pushed Ragnarök clear of the

planet. He was hundreds of thousands of feet long, with the back of his body ending in a thick

tail. He simply floated in the air, looking like a dragon, covered from end to end in thousands of

shiny black scales that were each the size of a small ship. He had thick, muscular wings, but they

didn’t appear to be necessary for Ragnarök to fly. He ignored physics, rising into the air with his

wings folded against his back.



The Jötunn began lifting from the surface of Rakon with Ragnarök. To Enison’s horror, an entire

army rose into the stormy sky. Bass matter bubbled across the surface of the planet as

unstoppable evil disappeared through the atmosphere, and as quickly as it had all began, was

gone.

ATHENA swung hard, sending her enemy through the railing of the Imperial palace on Thrace.

Athlon was a few steps ahead of her, knocking enemies aside as the champions moved into the

building. They soon met Thrace’s imperial guard, and together cleared the residence of the

terrorists’ onslaught. The emperor sighed with relief as word came in that the city had been

secured. Athlon chuckled as the remaining handful ran into the streets where local Indigo

Priests were waiting for them.

Harmony began speaking, announcing that Mary had managed to contact Malachi. Assured that

the situation was under control, the androids left the emperor in the hands of his guards, and

set out for Malachi’s location.

As they flew for the remote world where Malachi’s signal had been found, Athena tried to talk to

Athlon. His behavior had become increasingly erratic since the emergency had started, and

Athena was concerned. Athlon laughed at her words, and told her she was imagining his change

in personality. He sped ahead of her, insisting they had to find Malachi before anything else.

Malachi waved as Athlon and Athena landed in the barren desert near his camp. He handed

Athlon a newly discovered artifact, and Athlon tossed it to Athena, making Harmony gasp.

Athena set it down gently, and moved to embrace her old friend.

Malachi was showing his age; his face was covered in deep wrinkles, and his eyes had turned a

light gray. His long white hair was thin, and it blew around his face as a light breeze moved

across the desert. They all hugged before Malachi ushered them into a large tent.

Harmony began to explain what they had seen on Olympus and Thrace, but Malachi waved her

words off, tugging a sheet off of a large stone tablet. It had been excavated from a site near the

camp, and Malachi practically vibrated with excitement as Athlon and Athena began studying it.
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